
MEETING PARTNERS OF THE PROJECT „SEN“ IN DZIERŽONIOW  

18. 3. – 22. 3. 2013 

 

PROGRAMME: 

PROJECT WORK: 

- videos -  presentations of the first issues (introduction of schools and towns) 

- presentations about countries 

- newsletters  

- project web and dictionary 

- school project webs 

 - evaluation of the second phase of the project 

- plan of the visit in Roma 

EDUCATIONAL AND CULTURAL PROGRAMME: 

- presentation in English, Physics and Biology lessons 

- demonstration of teaching robotics and robots made by students 

- participants were learnt how to use the programme photostory 

- festive welcoming at the town hall by the town leaders of the count and town 

- familiarization of participants with the history and present life of the town 

- tour of the town 

- trip to Wroclaw 

 

The meeting was well prepared, participants appreciated warm and friendly atmosphere, 

attention and care of hosts including the headmaster and representatives of the count and 

town.   

 

PLANS AND TASKS FOR THE FOLLOWING PERIOD:  

Tasks till 15.4.: 

- send photos of schools with students´ teams in front of them 

- summary of the second phase evaluation  

- make newsletters in case it has not been completed yet and send it to the coordinator  

- improve the programme of dictionary and change its background 

Skype conference 17. 4 at 14,15  

Chairman: the Italians 

Programme: Evaluation of the second phase – impact on students (3 min.) 

Visit in Roma 23. – 27. 9.  

Prices: hotel (B+B) 50 EUR, school lunch 7, meal at a hotel 20 

Participants: send their number till 30.5. 

Dictionary: 

Insert there at about 5 social phrases in mother tongue and English. Others will translate them 

into their languages. 

Charge a member of the team with this task.  

Schedule: April, Poland, greetings; May, Italy, introducing; June, Sweden, polite phrases; 

July, Romania, hobbies, August, CZ, school activities. 

Phrases can be insert preliminary to the schedule.  

Next video and newsletter till 15.11: 

- video: School ceremonials, festive days (school leaving exams, farewell to graduators, 

receive of newcomers etc); The youth in the town (clubs, sports, events etc.) 

( The last video should deal with school clubs, competitions etc and nature/environment in the 

town) ;   


